SISTERS ACADEMY
THE TAKEOVER
OPEN HOUSE INVITATION
March 4th 2016 7.30 AM – 4.00 PM

SISTERS ACADEMY
at Nova Academy
Järnvägsgatan 2, 27280 Simrishamn, Sweden

It is our great pleasure to be able to
invite you to visit Sisters Academy –
The Takeover at March 4th 2016 when we
open the doors and show you what happens when a performance art group takes
over the leadership of an entire upper
secondary school.
From the February 29th and two weeks
ahead the performance art group Sisters Hope in collaboration with the art
center Inkonst in Malmö, will take over
the leadership of Nova Academy in a
full-scale experiment where the school
schedule is the only thing that remains
from the old school order. For all the
students and teachers the school will
transform into a parallel universe –
The classrooms will be lighted differently, soundscapes will be drifting in
the hallways and a special dress code
will be introduced. All is created
in order to explore and facilitate a
framework that allows a more sensuous
and poetic mode of learning, being and
being together.

The teaching staff at the gymnasium
school Nova Academy in Simrishamn will
be collaborating with Sisters Hope over
the course of the months leading up to
the manifestation to make this unique
educational experiment possible:
”Creativity and inspiration are two
main focuses at our school. Through
Sisters Academy we hope to challenge
our modes of working and ideas about
learning and find new ways to a more
inspiring and creative education.”
Andreas Liljeglimt, Principal at Nova
Academy
Each teacher will innovate their classes to evoke more sensuous modes of
learning and a large group of performers will move into the school and creates tableaux of inspiration and be in
continuous dialogue with the students
and teachers who carry out their educational development in the classrooms.
After moths of preparation and one week
of manifestation we invite you inside.
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By your arrival:
-- A performance staff member will
greet you by your arrival. If you
are not greeted ask to see The Link.
-- The performance staff member will
give you a guided tour that will
take you through at least two classrooms, and by at least two performance staff tableaux before you will
meet the principal Andreas Liljeglimt who is the leader of the school
under normal circumstances.
-- You will end your tour at The Sister’s office.
-- At The Sister’s office you will be
served a delicate refreshments and
offered and opportunity to have a
tête-à-tête with The Sister before
you can explore the school on your
own.
-- Exploration of the school on your
own.
-- By departure please find the performance staff member who greeted you
by your arrival for the ritual closure before your exit.

Since we are teaching during the day we
prefer that you sign up for visiting.
Email us at nana@sistershope.dk.
The project is co-produced by Inkonst and
funded by Postkodslotteriets Kulturstiftelse and The Swedish Arts Council.
For further reading on Sisters Academy
please visit: www.sistersacademymalmo.se
For more information about Nova Academy
please visit: www.novaacademy.se

Kind regards,
Andreas Liljeglimt, Principal, Nova
Academy
Gry Worre Hallberg, Artistic director,
Sisters Hope
Ann Wallberg, Artistic director,
Inkonst

